
 

              Best Practice  

Title of the Practice: Spiritual healing to Daily life problems of 

faculties and students through yoga  

Objectives:   

Objective of the practice is to create awareness among student’s, faculties 

and society about post Covid-19 situations and boosting the immunity by 

practicing yoga. Performing yoga could achieve greater success in fighting the 

novel coronavirus as it boosts the immune system, according to guidelines of 

Ayush Ministry of India. Looking this current pandemic situation of Covid-19, 

our college in association with the Art of living organized various online 

programmes of Yogasans, Pranayama and Dhyan(Meditation).Dr. Arun Gulave 

from our college is a yoga instructor coordinating the entire programme running 

in college. To strengthen mind and body through yoga and maintaining a 

healthy environment in the college campus and also in the society this practice 

is adopted by the college.  

 Context:   

In this pandemic situation of Covid-19 it is not only to take nutritional 

diet to increase immunity power but also requires yoga to boosts it. According 

to the “WHO” Yogasans, Pranayama and Dhyan(Meditation) helps in boosting 

the immunity. The outcomes of yoga education are not merely a set of skills or 

knowledge acquired in the program but it has purposefully transferred to them 

to boost their immunity. In this context, we are preparing out students and staffs 

and society to face the current pandemic situation and to stay away from Covid-

19. Students are acting as messenger to spread further awareness amongst the 

community. 

Practice:   

In our college on 21st of June every year we are celebrating “International 

Yoga Day by performing yoga practices with students and   faculties. In NSS 

Special camp every year we organizes Arts of Living “Happiness Program” to 



create awareness about the yoga and improve physical and mental health of 

students and villagers. Our college has organized Health and Happiness 

workshop at Samarth college of Engineering and in our college especially for 

youth. One day workshop on the “Mind mattes and Yoga” was also conducted 

via Zoom platform in the pandemic situation. To create awareness about the 

healthy diet our college has organized “Inter-talk on Pro-Biotic food”.  

In association with S.P. Pune University and Arts of living our college 

has organized a three days Immunity Boosting Program for all the students and 

faculty members. This program was conducted on zoom platform. Certified 

yoga teachers from Arts of Living were assigning as instructor to conduct the 

program. 750 students and all faculty members of our college were actively 

participated in this program. Some of our faculty members have completed four 

days Health and Happiness workshop of Art of living. 

 Institution have more than 60% girls and female faculties. Many times these 

people not have enough time to take own care physically. Therefore our 

institution provide them space for yoga. Trained them and on Sunday fallow up 

section is conducted for all trainee. As a Yoga teacher Dr. Gulve is coordinator 

for this event.   

Evidence of Success: 

1. Improves Concentration and Academic Acceleration: The most important 

characteristic of yoga is that it increases the students and faculties focus. Those 

who practice yoga are more actively participating in the events than those don’t 

perform yoga.  

2. Calm Personality: The most important quality that is required in the long run 

to accomplish great things and huge goals is patience and calmness of the 

students. As the students grow up patience and calmness seems to be lost. The 

yoga helps them in marinating them patience and calmness which helps them to 

improve and achieve desired goal.  

3. Creativity and Innovation: The benefits of yoga are not limited to preparing 

teachers and keeping students calm. It exceeds the normal requirements. It takes 

students to bring up innovation and inspiration so as to acquire a better place in 

life. The spirit has no limits when it comes to innovation and creativity. 

4. Reduces Stress and Anxiety: Yoga improves students' brain skills and 

performance, making them sharper and quicker in learning, reasoning and 

problem solving. 

5. Healthy Body and Mind: Many of our staff members regularly practicing the 

yoga were fallen less ill and even in the pandemic situation none of our faculty 



member was hospitalized even if they were infected by Covid-19. The yoga 

really keeps the body healthy and mind happy. 

6. Increase Participation in Yoga: Due to this activity many of our teachers as 

well as students have completed “Happiness Program of Art of Living”. This in 

future will produce new and dynamic yoga teacher to teach yoga to our society. 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required: 

1. All students and faculty members are not continuing the practice of yoga 

regularly.  

2. Youth are not facing the major problems of health, so they are not paying 

more attention towards Yoga.  

4. Students are busy in the mobile so as to distract them this kind of programs is 

needed. 

Outcome:  

Successful completion and active participation of majority students, faculties 

and people in yoga is achieved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 


